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Film & Theater studies
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  Got my statistic assignment on time. Thank you so so much!! Your service saved me!

  
    18 Mar 2022
    Statistics
  



                          
  So I had this complex assignment which I had no idea how to do. I desperately needed an academic help site that could deliver a paper quickly. So glad I found you guys!

  
    12 Apr 2022
    Engineering
  



                          
  Best service on the planet! They know how to do everything perfectly and they always deliver on time.

  
    30 Apr 2022
    Economics
  



                          
  I asked an expert from this service to help me with finance homework. This was my first time ordering and I am very satisfied with the result.

  
    05 May 2022
    Finance
  



                          
  No complaints. Good quality. Good service. Timely delivery. Yes, the prices are a bit higher but it’s worth it.

  
    24 May 2022
    Mathematics
  



                          
  I always contact this agency when I need writing help. They know what to do with my assignment. Highly recommended!

  
    14 Sep 2022
    Programming
  



                          
  Well done, thank youuu! Will use your service again. Will recommend it to all my friends too.

  
    21 Oct 2022
    Law
  



                          
  This academic service knows how to meet your demands. I like that their team always exceeds expectations.

  
    29 Oct 2022
    History
  



                          
  I needed help with my engineering assignment badly. So I started looking for companies that offer such assistance and found you guys. Thanks for helping me!

  
    03 Nov 2022
    Engineering
  



                          
  Best service to get assignment help from. All my requirements have been met. Thanks a lot!

  
    22 Nov 2022
    Programming
  



                          
  Wow, my writer was so competent! Got a very good paper. Will order more soon.

  
    10 Dec 2022
    Criminal justice
  



                          
  Great service, lots of cool features, reasonable prices. Nothing to complain about, really. I think I’m gonna place another order when I need writing assistance again.

  
    06 Feb 2023
    Economics
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        Check out completed papers to see
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    Decision Trees

    A decision tree is a white box type of machine learning algorithm. It shares its internal decision-making logic, unlike black-box algorithms like Neural Network. It is a flowchart-like structure (Navlani). The tree consists of an internal node representing a feature, a branch representing a decision rule, and leaf nodes representing the outcomes. The topmost node in this structure is referred to as the root node (Kulkarni).

  
  
    Decision Trees

    
      Type

      Assignment

      Level

      College

      Discipline

      Programming

      Format

      MLA

      Sources

      2

    

  


                          
  
    K-Nearest Neighbors

    K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is one of the most common machine learning algorithms. It is applied in image and video recognition, finance, political science, and healthcare. K-Nearest Neighbor is used in financial institutions to predict customers’ credit ratings. It also indicates whether it is safe or risky to disburse loans to customers. In political science, KNN classifies voters into two categories: those who will vote and those who will not (Navlani).

  
  
    K-Nearest Neighbors

    
      Type

      Homework

      Level

      College

      Discipline

      Programming

      Format

      MLA

      Sources

      2

    

  


                          
  
    Generating Design Concepts for the Power Usage Monitoring System

    The design concepts for the power usage monitoring system should be based on the basic components of a simple power monitor. Focusing on different components will fundamentally result in different designs. The design specifications of the power monitoring system fundamentally rely on the different components of the system and their functions.

  
  
    Generating Design Concepts for the Power Usage Monitoring System

    
      Type

      Assignment

      Level

      College

      Discipline

      Engineering

      Format

      MLA

      Sources

      0

    

  


                          
  
    Top 10 Rail Design Consultants Companies around the World

    1. Arup is a global engineering firm with over 75 years of experience in design and engineering. Some notable rail projects completed by this firm include the High-Speed Rail 1 (HS1) connecting London and Paris, King’s Cross Station and Underground, the Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) in New York, the Metrolinx Finch West Light Rail Transit project in Toronto, and many other high-speed rail projects across the globe (Arup).

  
  
    Top 10 Rail Design Consultants Companies around the World

    
      Type

      Essay

      Level

      College

      Discipline

      Engineering

      Format

      MLA

      Sources

      10

    

  


                          
  
    Finance as a Tool to Regulate Economics

    To begin with, it is important to define what the financial system is, how it is regulated, and what its relation to regulatory economics is. So, a financial system is a set of different procedures which are implemented in order to track financial activities (Kenton, 2019). A financial system exists on a regional, local, global, and company-specific level.

  
  
    Finance as a Tool to Regulate Economics

    
      Type

      Essay

      Level

      College

      Discipline

      Finance

      Format

      APA

      Sources

      2

    

  


                          
  
    Age Discrimination in the Workplace that Targets Seniors

    The problem of age discrimination in the workplace is still quite common. Seniors are the ones who are most targeted when looking for a job and getting a rejection. Even though seniors have tons of expertise to offer in their field, they are quite often not seriously considered for a position because a company wants to hire as many young people as possible.

  
  
    Age Discrimination in the Workplace that Targets Seniors

    
      Type

      Discussion essay

      Level

      College

      Discipline

      Business law

      Format

      MLA

      Sources

      2

    

  


                          
  
    Abercrombie and the Class Action Racial Discrimination Suit

    There have been a few class action suits against Abercrombie and Fitch that have dealt with the  issue of race. One of the suits was filed in June, 2003. The main charge was the discrimination practice against African-American, Asian, and Latino employees and applicants (“Abercrombie & Fitch Employment Discrimination” 2016).

  
  
    Abercrombie and the Class Action Racial Discrimination Suit

    
      Type

      Essay

      Level

      College

      Discipline

      Business law

      Format

      MLA

      Sources

      2

    

  


                          
  
    Global Mindset

    A global mindset is the ability to demonstrate openness towards other people, cultures, and different ways of doing things in general. A global mindset is very important when it comes to determining the set of skills a leader of a company needs to possess, as it is vital to be able to adapt in order to get the job done in the best way possible (GR Global).

  
  
    Global Mindset

    
      Type

      Essay

      Level

      College

      Discipline

      Management

      Format

      MLA

      Sources

      1

    

  


                          
  
    Corporate Income Taxation

    The taxation procedure may become challenging for a company due to complicated regulations and standards. In addition, taxation policies are regulated by two legislative forms, where the first one defines the type of business entity, and the second one determines tax rates based on income ("Business Taxes" 2019). 

  
  
    Corporate Income Taxation

    
      Type

      Report

      Level

      Masters

      Discipline

      Economics

      Format

      MLA

      Sources

      3

    

  


                          
  
    Balance Sheet Calculations

    A balance sheet is an inevitable part of corporate monthly and annual financial reports, as this calculation represents the real state of corporate revenue. Moreover, a balance sheet allows one to forecast future expenditures and possible revenue growth so that this measurement is actively used within any financial operations or business reports.

  
  
    Balance Sheet Calculations

    
      Type

      Report

      Level

      University

      Discipline

      Finance

      Format

      MLA

      Sources

      3
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      Don’t take someone’s word without proof

            We provide you with original papers of the highest quality and protect your personal data. Here’s how we do it.

            	
            
              Confidentiality guarantee

              We store your data according to the GDPR, and we work with reliable payment systems only.

            

          
	
            
              Free-revisions guarantee

              Apply for it whenever there is anything in your paper you don’t like. We will work on your paper until you are fully satisfied.

            

          
	
            
              Plagiarism-free guarantee

              We write each paper from scratch. Before a delivery, we check our writing with plagiarism-detection software.

            

          
	
            
              Money-back guarantee

              We can provide a refund in a number of cases, if something goes wrong with your paper and a revision cannot fix it.

            

          


    

  




  
    
  Fair prices



    
      Check if the price fits your budget

              

        
  
    
      Thanks to our narrow focus, we provide papers of extraordinary quality.
    
  

  
    
      We are slightly more expensive than universal academic companies. But the high quality we provide cannot cost less.
    
  

  
    
      You can always decrease the price of your paper by giving us more time and submitting your order beforehand.
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      Acquaint yourself with exclusive features

            With these add-ons, you can enjoy perfect academic assistance no matter how complex your assignment is.

            	
            
              Advanced writer

              Ask an experienced writer to cover your topic perfectly.

            

          
	
            
              Native speaker

              Get native speaker’s help to improve your own writing.

            

          
	
            
              Top-10 expert

              Work with an expert who’s got only the best reviews.

            

          
	
            
              24/7 customer support

              You can always ask us any questions.

            

          
	
            
              Charts and slides

              Request any graphs or PPT slides you need.

            

          
	
            
              Progressive delivery

              Pay for your large assignment in installments. 
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 Place an order to get fast help with your task.
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			Academic writing service for students
 with ambitious goals
		

		
			
				Practice shows that people who narrowly specialize in their disciplines perform their duties better. That is why we decided to gather the best experts with profound expertise in offering academic assignments help on one platform dedicated to a variety of subjects. Such a business policy narrows our target audience, but it also helps us to provide services of extraordinary quality for affordable prices that are average for academic help sites. Whatever your goal is, our academic writing service will help you achieve it. Want to know how? Then read on.
			


			
				What does our academic help include?
			

			
				We provide extraordinary academic help in programming, engineering, law, and finance whenever our customers need
				it. We offer super-fast assistance within a 4- or 8-hour deadline if you’re in a hurry, and up to a 30-day
				deadline and progressive delivery for complex assignments. AcademicExperts.com features the best academic writing help services and a precise focus on dissertation help.
			

			
				Here are some steps to take when you ask us for assistance:
			

				
					
						Fill out the order form
					

					We will ask you to give us as many details on your paper as you can. Along with the discipline, topic, and
						academic level, we will ask you to upload supplementary information if there is any. Check out our
						additional options; you can request add-ons that will make your paper better.

				
	
					
						Communication with the writer
					

					
						The writer we assign to your order may have some questions concerning your instructions. Visit your personal
						account to make sure you don’t miss any important updates on your order.
					

				
	
					
						Check out the draft of your assignment
					

					
						Get your paper and look through it thoroughly to make sure no amendments are needed and everything is to
						your liking. You can approve the task if you’re content with your paper or apply for a free revision if
						there is something in it you want to change.
					

				
	
					
						Request free edits
					

					
						Don’t get upset if there are some issues with your paper. Ask the writer who was assigned to you to make
						changes, or apply for a free revision by another expert if you think you have some misunderstanding with
						your initial specialist.
					

				
	
					
						Approve your paper
					

					
						Push the “Approve” button and download the final version of your paper in a DOC file. From this moment on,
						you can use the materials as an example for your own writing, as a mockup of the formatting style you need,
						or as a source of original ideas.
					

				
	
					
						Leave feedback
					

					
						Tell us if you like our work, and let us know if we’ve met your expectations. It is only through your
						feedback that we can improve: help us to do better by leaving your comments.
					

				


			
				Along with the traditional options writing services offer, we provide rare academic editing and proofreading
				service. What does this mean?
			


			
				Academic editing service
			

			
				Our experts will make amendments to your paper according to your instructions as many times as you need. Our
				editors cover all parts of your assignment: facts and data, the relevance of sources, stylistic issues, and
				grammar. Opt for a free revision if there is something you don’t like about the paper, or for a paid one if you
				need to alter the initial requirements.
			


			
				Academic proofreading service
			

			
				Choose this option if you want a professional writer for whom English is his or her native language to proofread
				the assignment you’ve ordered from us. Your law or finance paper will flow like poetry and the style of your
				writing will astonish even the most strict teachers.
			


			
				Additional options our academic essay writing service provides
			

			
				With our online academic writing help, you can make your engineering or finance paper even better by ordering
				some additional options.
			

			
				You can choose the category of writer who will complete your assignment. We divided our experts into three
				groups to make the process easier for you. The “Best available” category is our basic writers
				whom we’ve hired according to our high-quality standards. They specialize in programming, engineering, law, and
				finance. The “Advanced” category are our writers with vast experience and dozens of papers
				already composed. The “ENL” category is an acronym for “English as a native language” and these
				are our top experts. Their academic writing help will cost you an additional fee equal to 30% of your order’s
				price.
			

			
        You can ask us to use Simple, Regular, or Advanced English in your paper. The style may depend on the academic level, but we can always customize your assignment according to your academic needs and personal preferences. All you need to do is specify what you need in the order form. We'll follow your instructions to the letter!
			

			
				On our academic help site, you can also choose a progressive delivery which will be very useful
				if you’re about to order a dissertation, a thesis, or other large academic assignments help. You will get your
				paper in parts and will be able to pay for it in installments. The major benefit of this option is that you will
				have better control over the writing process and will be able to promptly ask for amendments to your paper if
				there is such a need.
			

			
				Copies of the sources used in your paper are something that transforms our academic essay
				writing help into a true tutoring company. Order this option to get links and files with the books and articles
				your expert used to compose your assignment.
			


			
				Guarantees you get when ordering academic help for college students
			

			
				Before you choose an academic service to order from, make sure it gives you some critical guarantees. What
				issues should you pay attention to?
			


				
					
						Money-back guarantee 

						This is the best equivalent of a satisfaction guarantee. With us, you will get your money back if there is
						something you don’t like about your paper and the revisions failed to fix it, if there were some
						discrepancies with your initial instructions, or if we were late with your order. Our managers will
						calculate your compensation rate and will do everything possible to keep you loyal to our service.
					

				
	
					
						Plagiarism-free guarantee
					

					
						We compose each paper from scratch according to your instructions. You can make your task even more
						customized by asking your expert to use some documents you’ve uploaded. When your original paper is ready
						for delivery, we check it with our plagiarism-detection software to make sure there are no pieces of text
						that were copied from open internet sources without proper citations. It’s not that we don’t trust our
						experts—we just prefer to double-check them.
					

				
	
					
						Revision policy
					

					
						Read thoroughly the paper we’ve delivered to you and apply for a revision if there is something you want to
						change or improve. Your requirements can deal with anything in your order: the sources, the calculations,
						the style, and even the grammatical issues. With our academic article writing service, this option is free,
						and you can apply for free revisions as long as they don’t contradict your initial instructions.
					

				
	
					
						Confidentiality guarantee
					

					
						To make sure the assistance you get remains your little secret, check out if the website of your choice
						guarantees you confidentiality as we do. We store your personal data according to international
						data-protection protocol, so your email will never get into the wrong hands. We also work exclusively with
						reliable payment systems, so you shouldn’t worry about your bank details as well.
					

				



			
				Some answers to frequently asked questions
			

			
				There are several questions our customers ask once when they visit our academic essay help website. The rest of
				the inquiries you will find in our FAQ section. You can also ask whatever you want directly via LiveChat. The
				button for this feature is to your right.
			


			
				Why have you decided to work on programming, engineering, law, and finance disciplines only?
			

			
				We’ve discovered that these are quite difficult disciplines with sophisticated instruments and ever-changing rules and protocols. These factors are what make the pair so problematic for students and popular among academic paper help companies. In addition, there are quite a few closely bound and intertwined subjects, so we often regard them as partnering disciplines when providing help with academic essays.
			


			
				Why is your academic essay writing service so cheap?
			

			
				The main reason you get extraordinary online academic help with us for quite an average price is that we decided
				to work in the narrow niche of law and finance writing only. Another reason why our prices are so low is our
				vast experience. We’ve been in the academic writing business for more than 15 years, and we know how we can
				decrease our expenditures so it doesn’t affect the high quality of our papers.
			


			
				Do you have some free options I can use?
			

			
				Yes. Along with a free title page and bibliography, you can get your paper in any formatting style of your
				choice. We also provide 24/7 support: you can call us, send us emails, and talk to our support team via
				LiveChat. Our revision of your paper is also free. Apply for it if you think your paper could be better, and we
				will amend it according to your requirements.
			


			
				In what cases can I have my money back?
			

			
				First, we have thought about all the accidents and misunderstandings that could happen. So, if you’ve
				accidentally paid for one order twice, or if you decided to cancel your order before one of our experts has
				started working on it, you will get 100% compensation. If we failed to provide you with an additional paid
				option, you will get a refund as well.
			

			
				We also provide a satisfaction-or-money-back guarantee, and this means you will get compensation if we are late
				with your paper, or if you think it doesn’t correspond to your requirements even after several revisions by our
				specialists. Our managers will analyze your refund request and will provide you with 10% to 100% money-back.
			


			
				Where are you situated?
			

			
				We are based in Cyprus, but our office is situated in Ukraine. We hire experts around the globe, and they write
				for you from their houses in the US, Europe, and other parts of the world.
			


			
				Is academic help for college students legal?
			

			
				Yes, as it is exclusively up to you how you will use your custom paper. It is the diversity of our options that
				helps us to be the best academic writing service that is specialized in programming, law, and finance. With us,
				you can ask your writer to send you the materials he or she used while working on your paper. You’re also always
				welcome to ask your writer questions on your topic. Some of our experts are or used to be teachers and tutors,
				and most of them will willingly help you with your studies.
			

			
				Use the paper we provide as an example for your own writing. Employ some ideas you’ve got from a paper by us in
				your own assignment, use our help as a mockup for difficult assignments like case studies or research papers.
				Scan the paper we deliver to know how to apply a formatting style of your choice.
			

			
				Our personalized assistance gives you immense opportunities to improve your knowledge in programming,
				engineering, law, and finance. Use it well!
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